This study uses deep learning theory into the character recognition technology for Shui characters in ancient books, with the objectives of overcoming the instability of the high-pixel ancient Shui characters generative model and the need for large scale handwritten text data annotation among other issues. By constructing a multilayer adversarial neural network with a Laplacian structure, a clear generative model is established for original image data of Shui characters and a stable adversarial network model with multiple mapping relationships from coarse to fine is formed. Based on the analysis of the feature distance of Shui character image samples, the minimum inter-class spacing value and the optimal number of clusters are calculated. Combined with feedback from the classifier model, the optimal number of clusters in the clustering model is adjusted, an evaluation function with information entropy adjustment and clustering threshold convergence is constructed for the unsupervised labelling of Shui character image samples. In this paper, the feedback from the convolutional neural network is used to determine the algorithmic model of the hyperparameters for clustering annotation, and this structure is also designed to improve the recognition rate of handwritten Shui characters in ancient books.
I. INTRODUCTION
Shui characters (the characters of the language of the Shui nationality) are a surviving hieroglyph in China, along with the Dongba characters (the characters of the language of the Na xi nationality), their inheritance relies only on oral and handwritten forms, but most Shui characters are illegible and broken. In recent years, the use of advanced information processing methods such as machine learning and big data analysis to break through the traditional digital protection methods of ancient documents and to effectively solve the key problems of image clarity processing, image category labelling, and handwritten character recognition in the process of digital protection of Shui characters and ancient books, along with the promotion of the level of intelligent digital processing of ancient Chinese literature, The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Honghao Gao . it has gradually become a research hotspot and an exploration direction of many experts and scholars. Over the years, deep learning theory has made substantial progress in face recognition, natural language processing and other fields [1] , [2] , some researchers have leveraged deep learning to train more discriminative classifiers for image privacy prediction [3] . However, it faces new challenges in superresolution image generation and large-scale handwritten text annotation.
This paper focuses on the difficulties and problems that are encountered in the process of Shui character recognition in ancient books in China and focuses on three key technologies: super-resolution image generation, image category labelling and handwritten character recognition. We design an approach combining the relevant research that has been conducted in China for identifying the research context, laying the foundation for the further realization of intelligent digital processing of ancient Chinese Shui books.
Image generation is a future research direction of artificial intelligence and deep learning. Domestic research on adversarial networks remains in its infancy. Adversarial neural network is a new neural network model structure and training model that was proposed by Ian J. Goodfellow in 2014 [4] , a generative model and a discriminative model train each other in deception and recognition, the generative model, which is generated via training, is more effective than the traditional image generation algorithm; however, the original adversarial neural network generative model cannot be stably obtained due to the learning rate adjustment problem during the training process, P.J. Burt proposed the Laplacian pyramid structure in 1987, this structure is important for image compression and image fusion, and it is widely used in computer vision [5] and place recognition [6] . Sekiwa Daisuke combined the Laplacian pyramid structure with neural networks and proposed a neural network method for image expansion [7] . In 2015, E. Denton combined the Laplacian pyramid structure with adversarial neural networks and applied the result to handwriting recognition on the MNIST dataset [8] . Inspired by these works, our main contributions of the paper are as follows:
1) We combine the Laplacian pyramid with an adversarial neural network, and increase the stability of the adversarial network with additional information, data clarity processing of the images of ancient Shui books was conducted.
2) We use the unsupervised density clustering algorithm based on information entropy, the character images of ancient Shui books are annotated automatically, which improve the efficiency of pre-sampling.
3) We combine the clustering algorithm with the convolutional neural network. The clustering algorithm will be used as a criterion to improve the character recognition performance.
II. RELATED WORKS A. THE STABILITY OF ADVERSARIAL NEURAL NETWORKS
On the basis of the adversarial neural network, M. Mirza proposed an adversarial neural network that is based on additional information in 2014. In the process of adversarial network training, the category information of the generated model with labels is provided and the effect of the generated model is improved [9] . To further enhance the stability of the adversarial neural network and to convert the whole network into an unsupervised network, R. Alec proposed a method for training the adversarial network using convolutional neural networks, which moves the generated image from the original global processing into local processing and converts global features into local features, the stability of deep convolution adversarial neural networks is further improved [10] . H. Thanh-Tung proposed a zero-centered gradient penalty for improving the generalization of the discriminator by pushing it toward the optimal discriminator. The penalty guarantees the generalization and convergence of adversarial neural network [11] .
B. LABELLING IN IMAGE CLASSIFICATION
Image classication has been dominated by variants of convolutional neural networks [12] , since it has high learning capacity and steady performance [13] , although the recognition accuracy of the convolutional neural network model in image recognition is very high, it is not competitive enough in some fields like recommendation [14] . It requires many labelled image samples for providing training support, current research on image classification mainly relies on manual labelling [15] , [16] . For example, most of the ImageNet databases that are used in image research are manually labelled [11] . As early as 1998, Blum and others proposed a co-training method for sample annotation. This algorithm relies on the support of annotated data, and the accuracy of the labelling must be improved [17] . For the method of collaborative training using labelled samples and unlabelled samples, Lee and others also proposed relevant research algorithms [18] . This method, which is based on cooperative training, depends on labelled samples. Then, in 2005, domestic scholar Zhou Zhihua and others proposed an improved co-training method that is based on multiple classifiers. It has higher recognition efficiency, but requires training with labelled samples, and the operation method is complicated [19] In 2016, Su Xiangdong proposed a sample labelling method for Mongolian ancient book identification research and realized the preliminary classification of training samples via automated methods and manual elimination [20] .
C. LARGE SCALE DATA ANNOTATION IN CHINESE CHARACTERS
Large scale data annotation is an urgent problem in the field of optical character recognition of ethnic minorities in China. Optical character recognition (OCR), as one of the first applications of deep learning, has made great progress since the emergence of convolutional neural networks [21] , [22] . For example, for the recognition of Chinese characters [23] , handwritten numbers [24] , and text in natural scenes [25] , it has realized highly satisfactory results. However, in the character recognition of ethnic minority languages, most of the research focuses on Tibetan [26] , Uyghur [27] , and Mongolian [28] characters, while Shui, Yi, and Dai characters are less frequently recognized. Even in the recognition of Tibetan, Uyghur and Mongolian characters, most methods are traditional methods of feature extraction and classification. The recognition rate cannot be as high as those for Chinese characters or English characters, and deep learning has been less extensively applied in minority language recognition research. Especially for Shui books, the current research mainly focuses on the pre-processing stage prior to identification [23] since deep learning can be used in the recognition of Chinese characters, handwritten numbers and English characters [29] due to the availability of large-scale labelled training data sets. The lack of large-scale labelled data sets is why some minority languages are rarely identified. Therefore, large-scale data annotation is an urgent problem for deep learning in minority language recognition. Large-scale data annotation requires substantial manpower and material resources; thus. researchers expect to use unsupervised or semi-supervised algorithms to solve this problem. Su Xiangdong proposed a semi-automatic sample selection method for the identification of Mongolian ancient books [20] . This method trains a convolutional neural network with manually classified data. Then, this network is used for large-scale data classification. Finally, misclassified data are removed manually. This method improves the efficiency of large-scale data annotation; however, it still requires two rounds of manual data processing. Bhattacharya and others adopted a similar method. First, they trained a classifier with labelled data. Then, they classified unlabelled data with an offset vector. This method not only improved the utilization of unlabelled data but also required labelled data as an aid [30] .
III. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
For super resolution image generation and large-scale data annotation of ancient Shui characters, this research introduces the theory of deep learning into the image recognition of ancient Shui characters. However, a single goal has difficulty in satisfying the complex requirements of recognization [31] , abstraction has long functioned as an important aspect of modeling approaches [32] , multiple services are required instead, we need to divide it into several modules. As illustrated in Fig. 1 , a stable Laplacian adversarial network generative model is trained via super-resolution image generation of Shui character images by high-pixel Laplacian adversarial networks, we use an unsupervised text image cluster labelling algorithm based on the density and the information entropy is studied for effectively reducing the dependence on manual labelling.
On the image annotation, the method of calculating the image distance based on the Mahalanobis distance metric is investigated. we analyse the relationship between the hyperparameter value and the clustering accuracy in a clustering algorithm with the density and the information entropy.
To further improve the recognition rate of convolutional neural networks for text images of handwritten Shui characters, a convolutional neural network classifier recognition optimization method is adopted, we study the learning method of the image annotation target function and the neural network recognition rate optimization strategy, which can improve the data annotation and recognition performance on handwritten Shui characters. These works shown on Fig. 1 focus on the following aspects,
A. ADVERSARIAL NEURAL NETWORKS BASED ON A HIGH-PIXEL LAPLACIAN
The original adversarial neural network model has difficulty forming a constraint function and the ''generation -discrimination'' mapping relationship has difficultly producing effective and accurate data sampling output due to the widespread distribution of the data in the process of training large-scale data. Incorporating additional image information data while inputting training data can effectively facilitate adversarial neural network training and can overcome the problem of sparse data in the multi-dimensional data model training process, it causes the whole neural network model to be unconstrained. For high-pixel and multi-dimensional images, gradient level fragmentation processing is conducted and the images are transformed through layers step by step to gradually reach low-pixel and low-dimensional layers. The auxiliary information is combined with the original input data to train a stable Laplacian adversarial neural network generative model, thereby generating a stable constraint function.
B. AN UNSUPERVISED IMAGE CLUSTER LABELLING ALGORITHM
A clustering algorithm based on the density peak and the distance is proposed for text and image annotation of ancient Shui characters, which can effectively overcome the problem that the existing classification model requires substantial manual intervention when it labels the Shui character, this method calculates the image distance based on the Mahalanobis distance to realize the feature extraction of image samples.The relation between the hyperparameters and the clustering accuracy in the clustering algorithm, which is based on the density and the information entropy, is analysed qualitatively to determine the optimal labelling rules.
C. A OPTIMIZATION METHOD FOR CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORK CLASSIFIER
To further increase the recognition rate of the convolutional neural network for handwritten Shui characters, we analyse the potential correlation between the accuracy of cluster labelling and the structural design optimization of convolutional neural network. Aiming at overcoming the problem that is encountered in the automatic selection of hyperparameters in the cluster labelling algorithm, this paper investigates how to use the training success rate of the convolutional neural network to construct the objective function for learning the clustering hyperparameters and to improve the annotation accuracy of handwritten Shui characters. For the design of the convolutional neural network structure, structure optimization and parameter selection methods of convolutional neural networks for Shui character recognition are used to improve the accuracy of character recognition.
D. A PROTOTYPE SYSTEM FOR ANCIENT SHUI BOOKS
We establish a prototype system for ancient Shui books that is based on high-pixel, multi-dimensional ancient book image generation, single-character map classification and handwritten character recognition, we use it to evaluate the stability of the Laplacian adversarial network while dealing with high-pixel images and evaluating the efficiency of the unsupervised clustering annotation of text or images based on the density and the information entropy. Furthermore, the recognition accuracy of the convolutional neural network classifier that is based on feedback optimized sample annotation is evaluated.
IV. GENERAL ARCHITECTURE
As illustrated in Fig. 2 , first, through research on the adversarial network model that is based on the Laplacian pyramid structure and research on the stability of the adversarial network with additional information, data clarity processing of the images of ancient Shui books was conducted. Through research on the unsupervised density clustering algorithm that is based on the information entropy, the text images of ancient Shui books are annotated automatically. By studying the mutual enhancement of the clustering algorithm and the convolutional neural network, we continuously optimize the recognition performance of ancient Shui books and images.
We implement three modules based on the diagram, which differ in terms of the image features on which they are based. These models are based on the following three research aspects:
A. ADVERSARIAL NETWORKS WITH ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
The research on the adversarial neural network structure involves the training and establishment of a generative model. The network structure includes a generative model G and a discriminative model D. In this research scheme, both the generative model G and the discriminative model D use the convolutional neural network model as the training neural network, and the back-propagation algorithm is used to adjust the model parameters.
The generative model G uses a single noise vector that is extracted from the distribution p Noise (z) to add random noise to the original data distribution and creates generated images h according to the random noise. The discriminative model D will use randomness with equal probability p Data (z) between the real image h from the training data and the generated imageh to train the discriminative model.
The discriminative model D will evaluate the sample extraction data of two input images and output a scalar probability value that is between 0 and 1 each time to represent the image authenticity expression from each image generative model. In the initial training process, the probability value of the image data from the real image tends to 1, and the probability value of the generative model data from the generated image data that were synthesized via the expression of random noise tends to 0. The generative model and the discriminative model are trained by convolutional neural networks, and the parameters are adjusted via the back-propagation algorithm. For the adjustment method of the generative model, the probability of generating images through the discriminative model tends to 1, whereas for the discriminative model, the parameter adjustment direction is that the image judgement probability from the generated model tends to 0.
The formula for training the generative model and the discriminative model simultaneously is as follows:
In addition, auxiliary data l which used to mark the category to which it belongs, and the additional data of the auxiliary generative model and the discriminative model are trained simultaneously to increase the stable structure of network model judgement and violate the original one-toone mapping relationship. The formula for adding auxiliary information is as follows:
Laplacian pyramid structure composition scheme: As illustrated in Fig. 3 , input training image I and let I 0 = I . The original image size is j × j.I 0 is down-sampled to d(I 0 ). We will obtain one j 2 × j 2 image I 1 , which is the input image of the next layer of the structure. I 1 is up-sampled as u(I 0 ). After smooth expansion, the image pixel size is restored to the original size of I 0 . I 0 is the input image of auxiliary information adversarial neural network. The original training image I and I 0 are subtracted to obtain the high-pass image of the original image, which is denoted as h 0 .
A high-pass image of each layer is acquired by up-sampling again according to the input data of the previous layer.
I 0 is the input image of the generated model, to which noise Z 0 is added. It is input to the first layer to generate the model G 0 . The obtained image is the image that is generated by the generative model h 0 .
The first layer of the discriminative model D 0 randomly selects an image from real data and the image that is generated by the generative model is judged by the discriminative model based on equal probability. The discriminative model D 0 obtains the image corresponding probability by using the back-propagation algorithm to adjust the discriminative model and the parameters of the generative model and to adjust the adversarial neural network. Then, the next layer of the Laplacian structure combats the training of the neural network. Through the layer-refined adversarial neural network, the fine image can be adjusted on the pixel level to increase the prominence of the details of the image to obtain a super resolution image and a clear and detailed image.
B. UNSUPERVISED DENSITY CLUSTERING ALGORITHM
The main objective of the clustering method is to extract the unknown features. Unsupervised labelling of text and image samples was completed by solving for the number of clusters and the threshold value of the clustering algorithm based on the information entropy evaluation method. First, the centre point of the class cluster is surrounded by neighbouring points with lower local density and has a relatively large distance from any point with higher density. In the method, the distance threshold is defined as d c , the distance between the Shui text and image is d ij and the local density is ρ i . δ i represents the minimum value of d ij . I is the set of the sample points for which ρ j is greater than ρ i . For d ij , the Mahalanobis distance is mainly used to measure the distance between images. For ρ i and δ i :
The initial value of d c is 0. Let x = d ij − d c . If x<0, it is assumed that χ(x) = 1; otherwise, χ(x) = 0. Hence, X (x) is the sum of the number of points that represent point i over all sample points for which d ij is less than d c . With the increase of the data set size, the dispersion degree of ρ i will increase; hence, large data sets will yield higher performance. In this algorithm, δ i is the maximum value of d ij of point i to all sample points for which ρ j is greater than ρ i : δ i = max j:p j >p i (d ij ).
According to the local density ρ and the minimum distance d of the points, we can select the point with the maximum local density and the maximum distance value as the clustering centre and complete the clustering process. Based on the selected d c value, the local density ρ and the minimum distance d of various sample points can be obtained. The optimal value d c can be obtained by evaluating the gradient of information entropy decline and the following formula can be obtained:
In the above equation, H is defined as the entropy, C i represents the number of members of I that belongs to the first cluster, and N represents the total number of sample points. At the initial time, H of the clusters is 0 and each member of the system model is a separate class; hence, the information entropy of the system is maximal, namely, the information quantity of the model is maximal. With the gradual increase of the selection value d c , the information entropy of the system will gradually decrease. By analysing the drastic changes in the entropy value of the system under various values, the optimal value d c can be determined.
C. A OPTIMIZATION METHOD FOR CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORK CLASSIFIER
The classifier structure of the convolutional neural network is optimized by using the inter-class distance d c in the clustering algorithm, that is based on information entropy optimization. First, the hyperparameters d c of the clustering algorithm and training accuracy of the convolutional neural network are used as parameters to construct a linear regression model:
T and p(E) satisfies:
After that, the Gaussian likelihood function and the Gaussian logarithmic likelihood function of the objective function are derived, and the maximum value y in its range is obtained by calculating the gradient and setting the gradient equal to zero. The maximum value corresponds to the optimal value d c of the hyperparameter in the density and entropy clustering algorithm. After solving for d c , the optimal classification result can be obtained. After a small amount of manual sorting and semantic annotation, the result can be used as a training data set for the convolutional neural network. The improvement in the clustering performance will optimize the training of the convolutional neural network and further improve the recognition rate of Shui characters by the convolutional neural network. In hieroglyphic recognition using a convolutional neural network, various achievements have been realized in the structural design and parameter optimization of the network, such as the implementation of handwriting recognition system, and the improvement of the relevant recognition rate [33] - [35] .
V. EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS A. DATASET
There are few datasets for the available Shui characters, we choose to use our own dataset. During the training phase, we collect 6230 manually labelled images as sample input. The dataset images are from ancient books and contain a large number of different fonts. In the Laplacian network, we select a sampling factor of 2 for the high-resolution image downsampling, which is equal to the final upsampling factor. The noise is combined with the super-resolution image to generate the final image, and the process is referenced to Eq. 5. The size of sample images of all Shui characters is 52×52, and they are converted into grayscale images. For the evaluation, a total of 4360 images are used as the training set, and the remaining 1870 images are used as the test set.
B. TRAINING
The whole training process was done on 2 NVIDIA GTX 1080 Tis, we increase the number of samples in the image super-resolution of the adversarial neural network, and augment the training data with random horizontal flips and rotations during image pre-processing. We use a classic SCRNN network in adversarial network module which includes three layers, the size and number of features of the each convolutional layer used are respectively (5, 64), (5, 64) , (3, 64) , each time we choose 32 images as mini-batch when batch training, the experiment uses the RMSProp method to train the network, the initial learning rate is set to 10-4, the objective function of the training generation model and the discriminant model can refer to Eq. 2. After continuously generating samples from the adversarial neural network, we need to automatically label the sample categories. The unsupervised density clustering algorithm is used here to label the image by the Mahalanobis distance as Eq. 6 and calculate the decreasing information entropy of system by Eq. 8. Then, we get an optimal classification threshold, here we set the initial threshold to 0. In the convolutional neural network classifier, we build a three convolutional and pooling layer, as illustrated in Fig. 1 , the size and number of features of the kernel in three convolutional layers are respectively (5, 20) , (5, 60) , (3, 120) , and finally the (2, 240) convolution layer and full connection layer is connected. The input here can be the sampled from the training dataset, it adds the generated sample after the automatic image annotation by the unsupervised density clustering algorithm. Finally, the objective function is used to maximize y and pass the gradient ascent method, the classification network structure can be obtained.
C. RESULTS
We use the adversarial network with the auxiliary information to produce more high resolution samples during the process of continuous iteration, as illustrated in Fig. 4 , ''Peak Signal to Noise Ratio'' (PSNR) is an important indicator for measuring image quality in the field of super resolution, we use it to evaluate the quality of generated images, it fluctuates and finally stabilizes about 27 or so during the experiment.
We also need to evaluate the accuracy of the automatically labelled samples in the whole process, because they are mostly derived from the images generated by the adversarial neural network and have certain character features, results VOLUME 8, 2020 shown in Fig. 5 indicate that they grow very fast at begin, eventually stabilizing at 70%.
We find that the PSNR will change the accuracy of automatic image annotation. When the image quality is bad, classification will have more errors.
In the ablation experiment, we use the same training data and design the experimental group including only the adversarial neural network without threshold optimization and only used the classifier without generated sample, in order to show the contribution of individual module to the recognition rate. As illustrated in Fig. 6 , we can observe that using the generative adversarial network will realize a higher recognition rate, and using the classifier can converge more quickly to speed up the training process. As the PSNR value and the accuracy of the automatic annotation increase, the intergrated method shows a faster growth of the recognition rate.
We believe the reason for phenomenon is that the increased training amount of generated samples speeds up the classification of unsupervised clustering, which causes the neural network to learn the high level features of characters more faster and accelerate convergence. Automatic annotation can help the sample to be directly introduced into the train, there are some problems that the low accuracy of the automatic annotation, it will affect the final recognition accuracy, which will be the focus of our future work.
As summary,the image samples of the Shui characters will have higher resolution through the generative adversarial network of the Laplacian pyramid structure, and the small number of samples is also increased by this step, hence, the model can better generalize the feature in the text set. Then the unsupervised density clustering algorithm of information entropy can automatically annotate the text image for saving labor. The classifier evaluates the optimization results of convolutional neural network structure to continuously optimize the labelling effect of the text. Finally, the convolutional neural network is trained using the labelled Shui characters ancient to effectively recognize the characters.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The adversarial neural network model based on the Laplacian structure focuses on extracting the distribution of image data, it has been applied in the field of image fusion. The adversarial network randomly obtains noise according to the data distribution and uses it to generate images. The overall process encounters difficulties with noise expression, but disordered state of the noise expression can be avoided by incorporating additional informations and they can facilitate image generation by the generative model. Algorithms based on the density peak and the density distance can use different distance functions for feature recognition applications on various datasets. The information entropy is defined as the probability of discrete random events, it can evaluate the probability of image classification under the correct cluster, which leads to improving the accuracy of feature recognition in the clustering algorithm.
The convolutional neural network uses the gradient descent method to learn the parameters. The updating of the parameters is related to the residual size in the process of gradient descent,if there is noise in the training dataset of the convolutional neural network, the residual and the parameter values are changed in the direction opposite the optimization direction due to a great noise; hence, a large deviation of character recognition rate occurs under the same number of iterations. The training accuracy of the neural network is degraded, and the errors will add up when the noise increases. By analysing the training accuracy of the convolutional neural network under the same number of iterations, we judge whether training dataset is satisfactory or not.
Although the algorithm mentioned in this paper can play a role in ancient character recognition, there are a certain amount of errors from the character and automatic annotation, which let us choose some appropriate labelling strategies. In the future, our work focus on improving the automatic annotation accuracy of generated sample images and contributing to the improvement of some clustering algorithms. YU JIA is currently pursuing the master's degree in machine learning and natural language processing. She is also a Senior Student majoring in computer science and technology with the Minzu University of China. VOLUME 8, 2020 
